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1. INTRODUCTION 
The spectral sequence ofHochschild-Serre [I] inthe homology theory of 
groups gives an exact sequence for the terms of low degree. Using 2 or 2, as 
coefficient groups, Stallings [6]and Stammbach [7] applied this equence 
to the central series. Most of the results of[6] and [7] can be transposed 
without difficulty to Lie algebras [4]. In the present paper we shall study 
analogous questions in ring theory. All rings will be with units, and a ring 
homomorphism hall map unit into unit. 
The plan of the sections is as follows: In Section 2 we construct various 
exact sequences which generalize n some way the sequences u ed in [6], [7] 
and [4]. We do not use spectral sequences. Section 3 is devoted to some 
applications. First we give ageneralization nd a ew proof of a formula of 
Frahlich [3] for Tort(K, K) of a supplemented K-algebra. As an application 
of FrBhlich’s formula we obtain a result ofWall [S]. We then deduce the 
above-mentioned sequences for groups and Lie algebras from the sequences 
constructed in Section 2.
In Section 4 we use the naturality of the sequences ofSection 2 to study 
certain ring homomorphisms. Theprincipal result isthe following theorem: 
THEOREM. Let A and B be rings, a atwo-sided ideal of A, b a two-sided i eal 
of B and q : A + B a ring homomorphism inducing anisomorphism A/a z B/b. 
If p induces anisomorphism a/a” z b/b2 and an epimorphism 
q~* :Tort (A/a, A/a) + Torf (B/b, B/b), 
then v induces i omorphisms a”/a”+l G bn/b”fl and Ajan z Blbn for n > 1. 
We then give some applications t  supplemented algebras, graded algebras 
and free algebras. 
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2. SOME EXACT SEQUENCES 
Let A and B be rings, M a right A-module, R a left A-module, N a right 
B-module and S a left B-module. Let y : A ---f B be a ring homomorphism. 
The map p defines an A-module structure on N and S and induces a map 
(cf. [I], p. 118) 
cp* : Tar: (N, S) + Torf (V, S). 
Let @ : M + N and Y : R ---f S be homomorphisms of A-modules. The 
pair (@, Y) induces a map 
(@, Y), Torz (M, R) ---f Tori (N, S) 
which, composed with q~.+ , defines a homomorphism 
Tori (M, R) + Torf (N, S). 
Now let a be a two-sided ideal of A, and b a two-sided ideal of B, and 
suppose that the map r+~ : A + B induces an isomorphism A/a s B/b (also 
called y). Choose R = A/a, S = B/b and Y = 9. We thus have a map 
(@, ye)* : Tort (M, A/a) =G Torz (JV, B/b). 
In the lower dimensions one has (c.f. [I], p. 144) 
Torf (M, A/a) e Ker(M @ Aa - M) 
Tort (M, A/a) g M OR A/a g Coker(M @A a + M). 
In dimension one the map (@, p)* corresponds to the map 
Ker(M @A a 4 M) -+ Ker(N Be b --f N) 
which makes the diagram 
Ker(M @A a -+M)+Ker(N@sb+N) 
1 1 
M@,a + N&h 
commutative. The corresponding result holds in dimension zero. 
Let g be a two-sided ideal of A contained in a. The projections 
17 : Ma + Ma/Mg and rr : A + A/g induce a map 
(U, r), : Tori (Ma, A/a) ---f Tor:lg (Ma/MS, A/a). 
Ma is the image of M @.4 a in M by the map M @1A a -j M @A A g M. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be a.Eng, a a two-sided i eal of A, Q a two-sided 
ideal of A contained ina and M a right A-module. The sequence (A) 
Tort (Ma, A/a) -+ Torflg (Ma/MS, A/a) - MQIMQ~ + Mag 
-+ Tort (Ma, A/a) + To@’ (Ma/MS, Ala) --+ 0
is exact. 
Prooj. We apply the “Snake Lemma” (c.f. [I], p. 40) to the diagram 
MgOAaOMaOAg-fMaOA?~Ma/MgO,,,A/a--+O 
i -1 i 
0 -+ MQ 3 Ma -+ Ma/MS ---f 0 
with exact rows. 
We note that he sequence (A) is natural under the morphisms (@, v)* 
defined before. 
Suppose that he module M is A-projective. It follows from the Tor 
sequence for 0+ Ma -+ M -+ M/Ma + 0, that 
Torf (Ma, A/a) s Torf (M/Ma, A/a). 
The module M/Mg z M @A A/g is A/g-projective if M is A-projective; 
therefore 
Torf’s (Ma/Mg, A/a) g Tort’” (M/Ma, A/a). 
The map 
Tort (M, A/a) + Tort (M/Ma, A/a) 
induced by the projection M -+ M/Ma is an isomorphism. It then follows 
from the Tor sequence that 
Torf (Ma, A/a) s Tar: (M/Ma, A/a) 
if M is A-projective. Similarly, 
Tort’s (Ma/MS, A/a) E Tor,A/s (M/Ma, A/a). 
We thus obtain the following result: 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a ring, a two-sided ideal of A, 9 a two-sided ideal 
of A contained in a and M a right projective A-module. The sequence (B) 
Tort (M/Ma, A/a) -+ Tor$‘a (M/Ma, A/a) + MgIMga + Mag 
+ Tor$ (M/Ma, A/a) -+ Tor<‘a (M/Ma, A/a) + 0 
is exact. In particular, we have for M = A the exact sequence (C) 
Tar; (A/a, A/a) --+ Tore A’a (Ala, A/a) -+ glga + ag 
-+ Torf (A/a, A/a) -+ Torf’a (A/a, A/a) + 0. 
The sequence (C) can be slightly generalized. Let A be a ring, a a left 
ideal of A, a’ a right ideal of A and g a two-sided ideal of A contained in 
a’ n a. We have 
Torf (A/a’, A/a) E Ker(A/a’ Oa a - A/a’) 
g a’ n a/ala G Coker(a’ OR a -+ a’ n a) 
Tort (A/a’, A/a) s Tar: (A/a’, a) z Ker(a’ Oa a + a) 
z Ker(a’ mA a + a’ n a). 
Applying the “Snake Lemma” to the diagram 
o+g + a’ n a -+ a’ n a/g + 0 
we get the exact sequence (D) 
Tort (A/a’, A/a) + Tori’” (A/a’, A/a) -+ g/a’9 + ga 
--+ Torf (A/a’, A/a) -+ Tor$‘a (A/a’, A/a) ---f 0. 
Remark. The “Snake Lemma” yields, in fact, one term more in the 
exact sequences. For example, the sequence (D) can be continued to the left 
by the term Ker(a’ @A g @ g gA a -+ g). We shall never use these additional 
terms. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
3.1. Generalization of a Formula of Fi-tihlich. 
Let A be a ring, a a left ideal of A, a’ a right ideal of A and g a two-sided 
ideal of A contained in a’ n a. We know that 
Torf (A/a’, A/a) g a’ n ajara. 
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The map 
g/ga + a’g + Tort (A/a’, A/a) 
in the sequence (D) is induced by the embedding g + a’ n a. If 
To&A/a’, A/a) = 0, it follows from the exactness ofthe sequence (D) that 
Tor{‘g (A/a’, A/a) g a’a n g/a’g + ga. 
This result generalizes a formula of Frohlich [3] which gives To&K, K) 
of a supplemented algebra A with unit over a commutative ring K in terms 
of a free presentation. To see this, suppose that A is given as a quotient of 
a free K-algebra F, 
A g F/r. 
Let f be the augmentation ideal of F. We have F/f E K and To$(K, K) = 0, 
and therefore 
Torf (K, K) g f2 A r/fr + rf. 
This is Frohlich’s formula. 
3.2. Generators and Relations for Graded Algebras. 
Let A = oia0 Ai be a graded algebra with unit over a field K and let A 
be connected, i.e., A0 g K. Let a = oiB0 Ai be the augmentation ideal of A. 
Take a set of homogeneous generators a,for A and let F = oiao Fi be the 
free graded K-algebra on elements f, corresponding to a, . Let f = @i,o Fi 
be the augmentation ideal of F. A set of relations r, is a set of homogeneous 
generators ofthe kernel r of the map F + A as an ideal of F. Suppose that 
the sets of generators f,and relations r, are minimal. It the? follows that he 
map F + A induces an isomorphism f/f2 E a/a2; i.e., Torf(K, K) is the 
vector space over K with basis the f, . It is then easy to see that r C f2 and, 
from Frohlich’s formula, that Torf(K, K) is the vector space over K with 
basis the yq. These results were first obtained by Wall in [S]. 
3.3. Homology of Groups. 
Let A be the ring Z[G] of a group G and a the kernel of the unit augmen- 
tation E : Z[Gj + Z (cf. [I], p. 188). The group 
Tori (A/a, A/a) = Torf[” (Z, Z) 
is the nth homology group H,(G, Z) with coefficients Z. Let H be a normal 
subgroup of G and let g be the two-sided ideal of Z[G] generated by the 
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image of the augmentation of H in Z[Gj. One verifies that A/g = Z[G/H]; 
therefore 
TorflQ (A/a, A/a) = H,(G/H, 2). 
We shall now compute the group g/ga + ag. We need the following lemma: 
LEMMA, Let G be a group, H a normal subgroup of G and (xJ = P a system 
of representatives of right cosets ofH in G. Let g be the two-sided i ea2 of Z[c;l 
generated by the image of the augmentation ideal of H in Z[G]. Then the 
elements (y - 1) .x, y E H, X~ E P, of Z[q form a basis of g considered as an 
Abelian group. 
Proof. Let i be the augmentation deal of H. The ideal i is a free Abelian 
group with basis (y - I), yE H. The ideai g generated by i in Z[GJ is equal 
to i . Z[Gj (cf. [I], p. 350). Th ere fore an element x in g can be written as
nij,EZ, yi~H, yj~H and X,EP 
The system P = (xJ is a basis of Z[G] considered as aleft Z[H]-module. 
It then follows easily that the elements (yi - 1) x, , yE E H and x, E P are 
linearly independent over 2. 
We show that g/ga + ag g H/[H, G], where [H, q denotes the subgroup 
of H generated by all commutators [h,g] = hgh-lg-l, h EH and g E G. 
Let 7 be the image of y E H in the projection H + H/[H, G]. By setting 
9P((Y - 1)x.J =uj we define a homomorphism of Abelian groups 
9 : g -+ Ii/fH, cf. Let x be an element of go. We may suppose that 
x = (y - 1) x,(g - 1) where (y - 1) x, is in the Z-basis ofg and g is in G. 
The element g can be written as$x0 , y’ E H and X, E P; therefore 
x = (y - l)x,(y’x~ - 1) = (y - l)x,y’jce - (y- l)xa. 
The image of (y - 1) x, by p is 7. The first term (y - 1) x,y’x, 
is equal to (y - I) y”x,, for a y” t H and x, E P and can be written as 
((yyN - 1) - (y# - 1)) x, . Its image by v is also 9. One proves imilarly 
that rp(ag) C [H, G]. We thus obtain a homomorphism ofAbelian groups 
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Let 7~ be the projection g -+g/ga + ag. By setting #(y) = ~(y - I), 
y E H, we define a map 4 : H -+ gjga + ag. Let y and y’ be in H. The 
element 
yy’ - 1 -(y - 1) - (y’ - 1) = (y - I)(y’ - 1) 
belongs toga -1 ag, and hence # is a homomorphism of groups. Let y be in 
H and x in G. We have 
[y, x] - 1 = yxy-1x-r  1 
= (y - l)(xy-1x-r - 1) - (xy-lx-’  1)(x - 1) 
- (xy-1 - l)(y - 1); 
therefore (G induces a map, also written 4,
16 :H/[H, Gl - glag + ga. 
It is not difficult to see that in this manner we obtain an isomorphism 
g/ga + ag = H/[H, GJ. 
The sequence (C) then becomes 
H,(G Z> - WGIK Zl -+ H/[H, G-j 3 H,(G, Z) + H,(G/H, Z) -+ 0. 
The sequence (D) can be used to obtain the corresponding homology 
sequence with coefficients in Z, = ZlpZ, p a prime. We take A, a and 9 as 
before and a’ = (a, p . l), where 1 is the unit element of G. We then obtain 
Torf (A/a’, A/a) = TorZtGl (Z, , Z) = H,(G, Z,). 
A calculation shows that g/ga + a’g z H/G # H, where G # H is the 
subgroup of, H generated by the elements xy~-~y-‘v~, x E G, y E H, v E H. 
We then obtain the sequence 
H,(G, Z,) - H,(G/H, Z,) - H/G # H- %(G, $2 - H,(G, Z,) - 0. 
3.4. Homology of Lie Algebras. 
Let N be an ideal of a Lie algebra L over aring K. We assume that N and 
L/N are K-free. Let A be the enveloping al ebra U(L) ofL and a the augmen- 
tation ideal of U(L). The group 
Torz’(A/a, A/a) = Tort”’ (K, K) 
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is the nth homology group H,(L, K) of L with coefficients n K. Choose for g
the image of the augmentation deal of N in U(L). One proves that 
nlga + fig z WY Ll, 
and the sequence (C) becomes 
H,(L, K) -+ H,(L/N, K) -+ N/[N, L] + H,(L, K) -+ H,(L/N, K) - 0. 
It is also possible to derive a similar sequence for p-Lie algebras. 
Remark. Eckmann and Stammbach [2] gave another more general con- 
struction of the sequences ofSections 3.3. and 3.4. 
4. ISOMORPHISMS OF RINGS AND ALGEBRAS 
Let A be a ring and a a two-sided ideal ofA. We shall denote the ideal ofA 
generated by products ofn factors of aby an. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A and B be rings, a a two-sided i eal of A, b a two-sided 
ideal of B and v : A + B a ring homomorphism inducing an isomorphism 
Ala g B/b. If ‘p induces anisomorphism a/a2 z b/b” and an epimorphism 
q~+. : Tort (A/a, A/a) + Torf (B/b, B/b), 
then q induces i omorphisms 
a”/an+l E b”/bnfl and - AIan E B/b” for 7221. 
Furthermore the induced map 
-4/n / an -+ B fl b” 
n>o n>o 
is a monomorphism. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The case n = 1 is true by hypo- 
thesis. Suppose that he map y induces i omorphisms an-i/an 2 bn-l/b” and 
A/as-l E B/bn-1. It*hen follows from the five lemma that Afan G B/b*. 
The sequence (C) for g = an, 
To< (Ala, Ala) + To+/*” (A/a, A/a) -+ an/amfl + Tort (A/a, A/a) 
-+ Tort’@ (A/a, A/a) + 0 
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is mapped into the corresponding sequence for B and 6”. We know that 
Torf (A/a, A/a) g a/t?, Torf’@’ (A/a, A/a) g a/a2. 
By applying the five lemma again, itnow follows that an/anfl z b”/b”+‘. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If aring homomorphism v : A + B satisfies th  hypotheses 
of Theorem 4.1 for ideals a and b which are nilpotent, thenvis an isomorphism. 
Remark 4.3. The ideals andefine a filtration on the ring A. Let 
G,(A) = @ a”/a”+l 
9&>0 
be the associated graded ring and 
the separated completion of A for the a-adic topology. Theorem 4.1 gives 
sufficient conditions for a map q~ : A --f B to induce isomorphisms 
G,(A) s G,(B) and A g 8. 
4.4. Now let A be a supplemented algeb_ra over a ring, a the augmen- 
tation ideal of A and let {x,JAEn be a family of elements ofa such that 
(1) {xJAsA generates A as an algebra, 
(2) C&en n a2 = 0. 
Write M for the submodule of the K-module A generated (linearly) by the 
family {xA}AEA . The embedding M -+ a induces a homomorphism of K- 
modules v: M + a/a2. Condition (1) implies that vis an epimorphism and 
condition (2) that vis a monomorphism. Thus the map Y is an isomorphism. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A and B be supplemented algebras over a ring K with 
augmentation deals a and b and let q : A + B be a homomorphism of sup- 
plemented algebras. Let {x,,},,en be a family of elements of asatisfying co ditions 
(1) and (2) of 4.4. and suppose that its image (q~(xJ}~~~ by q also satisfies con-
ditions (1) and (2). Call M(N) the submodule of the K-module a(b) generated 
(linearly) by ~LI(GP,(~~>>~~A~. If th e o f 11 owing conditions are atisfied: 
(a) n,,, a” = 0, 
(b) the map v induces anisomorphism M z N and an epimorphism 
Tori(K, K) -+ To<(K, K), 
then the map v : A ---f B is an isomorphism. 
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Proof. It follows from M g N that Finduces anisomorphism a/a” z b/b2. 
By Theorem 4.1, yinduces a monomorphism 
But since n an = 0, v is a monomorphism. The image of {x~},,,~ generates B, 
hence v is an epimorphism. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let A be a supplemented algebra over a ring K with 
Tort(K, K) = 0. If the augmentation ideal aqf A contains a family of elements 
c&n such that 
(1) the elements xAare linearly independent over K and generates A as an 
algebra, 
(2) hLE~ n a2 = 0, 
then A is the free K-algebra on the family {x~},,~,, . 
Proof. Write M for the (free) K-module generated by {x,},,~ and TM 
for the tensor algebra ofM. The algebra TM is the free associative K-algebra 
on {x~}~~,, . The map 9) : TM+ A induced by v(q) = X~ satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 4.5 and hence is an isomorphism. 
Remark. Leger proved a result corresponding to Corollary 4.6 for Lie 
algebras in [5]. 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Let A = &,, Ai be a graded algebra over aring K and 
let A be connected, i.e., A0 z K. Let a = @i,o Ai be the augmentation 
ideal ofA. The condition nn,o an = 0 is clearly satisfied. A family ofelements 
G&n of a satisfying conditions (1)and (2) of Corollary 4.6is a minimal set 
of generators forA. In that special case, Corollary 4.6 follows directly from 
the results of Wall (see Section 3.2). 
Now let A = ciao Ai and B = @i,o Bi be graded algebras over aring K
which are connected and homogeneous, i.e., generated by elements of 
degree 1. We have the following result asan application of Theorem 4.5: 
If a homomorphism v : A + B of graded algebras is an isomorphism A1 s B1 
in degree 1 and induces an epimorphism v*: To&K, K) -+ To$‘(K, K), 
then v is an isomorphism. A simple xample shows that he condition 
9 : A1 E B’ is not sufficient to prove A E B: Take for A the tensor algebra 
of a K-module M and for B the symmetric algebra ofM. The canonical 
map p : A + B is an isomorphism in degree 1. 
Assume now that K is a field. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let A be a supplemented algebra over K and let {x,,}~~* be a
family of elements ofthe augmentation ideal aof A such that he images of the 
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3,‘s in a/a2 are linearly independent over K. If To&K, K) = 0, the family 
c&n is a system offree generators f a free subalgebra of A. 
Proof. (Stallings [6]). Since K is a field, we can extend the family (xJnan 
in such a way that he images of the elements ofthe new family [also called 
(xJAEn] form a basis of a/a2 as a K-module. Let F be the free K-algebra over 
the new family and f the augmentation deal of F. The map n : F + A 
defined by v(x~) = X~ induces an isomorphism f/f2 E a/a2 and an epi- 
morphism Tor:(K, K) -+ To&K, K) since To&K, K) = 0 by hypothesis. 
By Theorem 4.1, the induced map 
Fnp-+Anan I n>a I n>o 
is a monomorphism. But since nn,o f” = 0, v is a monomorphism. 
EXAMPLE 4.9. Let A be a free K-algebra. Theorem 4.7 then states that 
elements ofthe augmentation deal of A (i.e., elements with components 
zero in degree 0) whose components ofdegree 1are independent over K 
freely generate a free subalgebra of A. 
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